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MINIMAL SURFACES IN A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD OF

CONSTANT CURVATURE

BY TAKEHIRO ITOH

For surfaces in a 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant curvature,
the author [3] proved the following

THEOREM. Let M be a 2-dimensional connected compact Riemannian manifold
which is minimally immersed in a unit sphere of dimension 4. If the normal
scalar curvature KN is non-zero constant, then M may be regarded as a Veronese
surface.

In this paper, he generalizes the above theorem and proves the following

THEOREM. Let M be a 2-dimensional connected compact Riemannian manifold
which is minimally immersed in a (2 + v) - dimensional unit sphere S2+". If the
normal scalar curvature KN is non-zero constant and the square of the second
curvature kz is less then Kπ/4:, then M is a generalized Veronese surface.

By a generalized Veronese surface we mean a surface defined by Otsuki [6].

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let M be a (2 + v) -dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant curvature
c_ and M be a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold immersed isometrically in
M by the immersion_ x: M^M. F(M) and F(M) denote the orthonormal
frame bundles over M and M respectively. Let B be the set of all elements
b = (p, eίy ez, es, •••, e2+v) such that (p, elt ez)eF(M) and (p, eίt e2, e ό, •••, ez-rv)^F(M)
identifying p$M with x(p) and βι with dx(eϊ), i = 1, 2. Then B is naturally con-
sidered as a smooth submanifold of F(M). _Let ώA, ^AB— —U>BA, A, B=l, 2, 3, •••, 2 + ι^,
be the basic and connection forms of M on F(M) which satisfy the structure
equations:

dωAB=Σι
c
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In this paper, we use the following convention on the range of indices:

Deleting the bars of ωA, ωAB on B, as is well known, we have

(1.2) ωβ=0,

(l 3) 0)ia = Σ Ai/OJ.;, An.? = Ar.7i,

J

(1.4) dωi

(l 5) dωi
k

(l 6) RtJkl = C(diKδjl-δilδJk) +

(1-7) dωaβ = Σωaγ/\ωrβ — Ωaβ

r

(I- 8) Λ/«j - Σ ( ArifcΛj* - A

M is said to be minimal if its mean curvature vector (1/2) Σ« t l Aauea vanishes
identically, i.e., if trace A* =0 for all α, Ar = (Ar*./). We say the dimension of the
linear space of all second fundamental forms corresponding to normal vectors at
peM with vanishing trace the minimal index at p and denote it by m-indexpM.
We have easily

(1.9) m-indeXpM^2 at each point

We denote the square of the norm of the system of all 2nd fundamental forms by

(1.10) S= y Σ AalJA^= Σ I I A l l 2 ,

where for symmetric matrices A, B we define the inner product of A and B by

<A #>=— trace AB.

We define the normal scalar curvature KN of M in M as follows:

Now, we assume that M is minimal in M and KN is non-zero non M Then
we have
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(1.12) ra-indeXpM=2 at each point p on M.

Hence, as stated in [5], we can decompose the normal space Np at pzM as follows:

Np=Nί+Op, N'pLOp, Op=φϊ1(0),
(1. 13) "

where 0δ is a linear mapping from Np into the set of all symmetric matrices of
order 2 defined by 0δ(Σ« #«£«) = Σ« #« A*. This decomposition does not depend on
the choice of a frame b .over p and is smooth. Let B0 be the set of all b$B such
that e^e^Np. Then #0 is a smooth submanifold of 5. On BQ, we have

(1.14) ωiβ = Q, i.e., ^=0 for /3>4.

Therefore we have

(1. 15) KN=Rm

2

2=(Σ (Λι*A42*-Λ2*Λι*))2

A:

As a special case of [6], we can verify the following

LEMMA 1. On B0, for a fixed /3>4, we have ω3β = ω4β = Q (mod ωίt ω2) and

ω^β—ω^β—^ or else

Now, by virture of Lemma 1, we can define two linear mappings φn and φ12

from Mp into Op corresponding to the normal vector e% and £4 as follows: for any

(1.16) φn(X)= Σ\\A*\
β>4 β>±

As stated in [5], these two linear mappings have the same image of the tangent
unit sphere Sp = {XeMp: \\X\\ = 1} and φn(X) and φιZ(X) are conjugate to each
other with respect to the image when it is an ellipse. We define the second
curvature kz(p) ofMatp by

(1.17) k2(p)
^Sp **sp

It is clear that k2(p) is continuous on M.

§ 2. Minimal surfaces with non-zero constant KN.

In this section we assume that M is connected, compact and minimal in M,
KN is non-zero constant and 4k2

2<KN at each point of M.

LEMMA 2. We have identically

(2.1) S2=KN on M.
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Proof. From (1. 10), (1. 14) and (1. 15), we have

(2.2) S2-^ = {(^311-^412)2 + (A3^^

Hence, if it is not identically S2 = KN, the function S2 — KN takes its positive
maximum at some point p0£M, because M is compact. Let U be a neighborhood
of PQ in which we can choose bcBo such that

Iλ 0\ / O μ
(2.3) Λ= , Λ=

\ 0 -λ! \μ O

where Λ and μ are differentiable functions on U. Then we have

From (1. 1) and (2. 3) we have

)i2 — μo)3±) Λ 0)2 — 0,
(2.4)

(2/tah2 — μa)*t)/\ω\ = 0;

2 — Λω34) Λ ^2 = 0,

(2.5)
dμ/\ω2 — (2μωi2 — λω'M)/\ωl = Q.

Since KN=4J?μ* is constant, from (2.4) and (2.5) we have

and hence

(2.6)

Differentiating both sides of (2.6), we get

(2.7) Kχdωi2

On the other hand, since ωιβ — 0 (/3>4), z = l, 2, we have

Jα>^ = α>ΐ3 Λ ft>3^ + α>ΰ Λ oj4/3 = 0,

which reduce to

>4β Λ o;2 = 0,

1 — 0.

By Cartan's Lemma, we may put
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and define two normal vectors Fι = Σ4<α/αβα and Gι = Σ4<« g«£«. Then we have

(2. 8)
/3>4

By means of Cartan's Lemma, from (2. 4) and (2. 5) we have

2λωί2 — μω$ι = λza)ι — λιθ>2,

2μω12 — λω$t = μzωι — μιωz,

putting dλ = λι(Dι+λ2ω2 and dμ = μιωι + μza)Z. Thus we get

(λ2 — μ2)ω34: = (λzμ — λμz)ωι — (λi

Since λμ — constant and hence ̂  + ̂  = 0, we have

and

λμdS=2μ(λ2 - μ2)dλ = 2μ(λ2 - μ

Hence we have

(2. 9) λμdS/\ωu= - V||F^||

where n is the gradient vector of λ. From (2. 7), (2. 8) and (2. 9), we have

(2. 10) KKN = 4μ*\\n\\*+ — |̂  -SdlΛH' + l ldl l ' ) ,

where K is the Gaussian curvature of M Since A^
and S>0, we have

so that we get

(2.11) K>0 on U.

From (2. 4) and (2. 5), we have

d(λ2 - μ2) /\0)2 + 4(λ2 - μ2)dω2 = 0,
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which imply that there exists a neighborhood V of pQ where we have isothermal
coordinates (u, v) such that

where E=E(u,v) is a positive function on V. With respect to these isothermal
coordinates, K is given by K=-(l/2E) Δ log£. Since VH*=μ*E=l and (λ2-μ2)2

= S2 — KN, we obtain

(2. 12) K= '^^-Δ log (S2-KN),
o

which, together with (2. 11), implies

Jlog(S2-^)>0 on V.

Thus log(S2 — Tfjv) is a subharmonic function on F and takes its maximum at p0

by our assumption, so that log(S2 — KN) must be constant. Then, (2.12) implies
K=Q, which contradicts K>0. Q. E. D.

By Lemma 2, for a frame b e B0 we have \\A9\\ = \\ A l l and <A3, A 4 > = 0.
Therefore, on a neighborhood £/(/>) of p of M we can choose a frame field
such that

/*ι 0\ / O *!
(2.13) A8= , Λ =

\ 0 -fc/ \*ι 0

where ^i is non-zero constant on M. It follows from (2. 13) that

(2.14) ω34-2ω12

and we may put

kιQ)4β = gβωι—fβω2, 4</3,

as in the proof of Lemma 2. Then, (2. 14) implies

where Fι = Σ
Since ||F1||

2 + ||GI||
2^2^<^/2-2^ and K=c-S=c-2kl, we see

(2.15) j?Γ= positive constant on M

Then, we have the following

LEMMA 3. The image of Sp under ψn (or φ12) is a circle with constant radius
kz = kι^/ k\ — Kj where the circle is a point if kz = Q on M.
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Proof. Putting

we can see

so (k2

2— II)2 is a differentiate function on M, because {p, Flt Gi} obey an analogous
rule to the rotation of the 2-frame {p, 08, £4}. Hence, if kz — 4 does not hold iden-
tically on M, then (kl — ίl)z takes its positive maximum at some point pλ on M
Let Ui be a neighborhood of pi on which &2>/2 and we can choose isothermal
coordinate (u,v) and a frame b€BQ satisfying (2.13) and

(2.16) ds2 = E{du2 + dvz], ω^VΈdu, ω2 = JΈdv,

where E=E(u,v) is a positive function on UΊ. Since ||Fι||2 + ||Gι||2>0 on Ui, we
may assume Fi^O on a small neighborhood V\ of />ι in ί/i. Then we can choose
a frame field bsB, satisfying (2.13), (2.16) and

where / is a non-zero differentiable function and ga are differentiable functions
on Fi. Then we have

fω2, kιω^β = gβωιy 5</3.

Using these equations and ω34 — 2ωίz, from the structure equations we obtain

ί><β

which imply that the complex valued function ^(HGil!2-!!/^!2) + 2ιE'\P\ d> is
holomorphic in z=u + iv, so that

(2.17) -6

= Jlog(AJ-/!)2 on FL

Since K is given by K— — (1/2£)J logE and is positive from (2.15), (2.17) implies
that log(^-/2)2 is a subharmonic function on Fi. Since (k\—iy takes its positive
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maximum at pi in Vι, log(&!— /i)2 must be constant so that (2.7) implies K—0,
which contradicts 7Γ>0. Thus, k^—U holds at every point on M. Furthermore,
we have ||Fι|| = ||Gι|| and <Fι,Gι>=0 for any frame b€B0 satisfying (2.13). Since
2kl = \\Fi\\2 + \\d\\2 = 2kl(kl-K) is constant on M, fa = I* = faVft^K is constant
on M Q. E. D.

By Lemma 3, if k2 = Q on M, then the geodesic codimension of M in M is 2,
so that M is a Veronese surface (see [3]). If k2^Q on M, then by Lemma 2 and
3, on a neighborhood £/(/>) of a /> of M we can choose a frame field b€B0 satisfy-
ing (2. 13) and

kl<t>85 = k2ω\ — kι(t)46

(2. 18)
&ιft>36 — k2W2 = — k\ω^y OJsβ — (t)4β = 0, 6 < β,

where kz is non-zero constant on M. Then, from (2. 14) and (2. 18) we obtain

(2.19) a)5t. = 3a)12

and we may put

6</3,

where fβ and g^ are differentiate functions on U(p). We consider two linear
mappings φzl and φ22 from Mp into Np as follows

^ι(^) - Σ kzω6β(X)eβ = ωl(X}F2 +
β

φ22(X) = Σ k2ω6β(X)ββ — ωι(X)G2 — ω2(X)F2,

where X is a tangent vector to M and F2=Σβ<βfβββ and G2=Σ&<βQβ<2β are normal
vector fields on U(p). Using (2. 19) and the structure equations, we obtain

\\F2\\2 + \\G2\\2=kί(~2~- -3κ] -constant on M.
\ "α /

In the same manner as the proof of Lemma 3, we can prove the following

LEMMA 4. If k2= constant ̂ 0 on M, the image of Sl

p under φ2ί (or φ22) is a
circle with constant radius k2 <J k\\k\ — 3K/2, where the circle is a point if 2kl = 3k*K
on M.

If 2&2 — 3k\K on My then the geodesic codimension of M is 4, because ωίβ = 0
(4</3), <ϋ8rι = ω4rι = 0 (6</Ί) and ω5r2 = ω6r2 = 0 (8<^2) Henceforth, we may consider
the case 2k\^3k\K on M Then, by Lemmas 2, 3 and 4, on a neighborhood of a
point /> on M we can choose a frame field b^B0 satisfying (2.13), (2.18) and the
following conditions:
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kzω58 = ksω2 — — kzdjQT, ω5γ = ωQγ = 0, 8 < γ,

where &3 is a non-zero constant on M. From the above equations we get

(2.20) OJTS — ^MIZ-

We use the following convention about indices:

/0 = {1, 2}, It = {2t+l, 2t+2}, t=l, 2, •••, m,

and if we write alf «2€/ί, then αι<α2.
Now we shall prove the following

THEOREM 1. Let M be a 2-dimensional connected compact Riemannian mani-
fold which is isometrically and minimally immersed in a Riemannian manifold M
of constant curvature c. If the normal scalar curvature KN is non-zero constant
on M and the square of the ^second curvature k2 is less than /ζy/4, then the
geodesic codimension of M in M is even 2m (m is a positive integer) y and we can
choose a frame b€B0 such that

(2.21)

t=l,2, ~,m,

where k^ — \ and kt (2^t^m) are non-zero constant on M. Furthermore, we obtain

(2. 22) ωβlβ2 = (/+l)ωi2, «ι, αa€/ί (t=l, 2, ••-, m),

2 2

(2.23)

(2.24)
f^m—ι

Proof. By induction with respect to t, we shall prove the theorem. For jf=l,
2 and 3, we proved our assertions by Lemmas 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Hence, we
suppose that our (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) hold for all t^t0. In this case, we
shall prove that our assertion holds for Λ + l. Then, since ωaιr = ωa2r = 0, aι,azelt0-ι,

Cr, we have

ktϋωβιr Λ 0)1 + kt0ωβ2r Λ ωz = 0,

kt0ωβιr/\ω2 — kt0ωβ2r/\ωι = Q, βi, /32€/ί(),

which, together with Cartan's lemma, imply that we may put
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2r = grωι —frω2, 2t0 + 2 < γ,

and define two normal vector fields Ft(ί = Σrfrer an^ GtQ=ΣιrQrer We consider
two linear mappings φtoί and φto2 from Mp into Np as follows:

) = Σ
r

) — Σ kt()ωβ2r(X)er =
r

where X is a tangent vector to M. Putting

kt9+1=Max\\φ^(X)\\=Maΰί\\φ^(X)\\ and /ίo+1=Mi
^ «fil Z€S

vve can see

so (&ί0+f — /t0+ι)2 is a differentiate function on M, because {p, FtQ, Gto} obey an
analogous rule to the rotation of the 2-frame {p, eβl, eβ2}. Hence, similarly to the
proof of Lemma 3, we can see that kto+ι=lt0+-L holds everywhere on M. On the
other hand, since ωβlβ2 = (to + l)ωi2, we get

on M.

If 2klQ = (t+V)kt0-lK on M, we can see that the geodesic codimension of M is 2tQ

and (2.24) holds. Therefore, we consider the case 2ftf0^(ί0 + l)*f0-ιA" on M Then,
by the above argument, we can choose a frame field bςB0 satisfying (2.21) for
all t^to and

kt0<t>βιrι = kt0+ιθ)ι = ktoωβ2r2, ωβιr = 0,

where kto+ι is non-zero constant on M, which imply that (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23)
hold for ίo + l Thus, it is clear that the geodesic codimension of M in M is even
2m. Then, since we have ω2m+ι 2m+2 = (m + l)ωι2 and ω2m+ι r = ω2m r = 0 (2m + 2<^),
we obtain (2. 24). Q. E. D.

§ 3. The proof of the main theorem.

By an analogous computation to the one in §4 in [7], from Theorem 1 we
obtain the following
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THEOREM 2. Let M be a 2-dimensιonal connected compact Riemannian mani-
fold which is isometrically and minimally immersed in a Riemannian manifold M
of constant curvature c. If the normal scalar curvature KN is non-zero constant
on M and if the square of the second curvature k2 is less than KN!^ then the
geodesic codimension is even 2m and the Gaussian curvature K is positive constant,
and supposing K~\, there exist m constants bt = (m — t+l)(m + t+2)/4: l^t^
m complex normal vector fields fi,

( I )

and

dx = --

DξQ = ~ξo (zdz - zdz) + ~~ ,
h h

Dξ1 = -^γ±ξ0dz+ ~ξ1(zdz-zdz)+

Dξt =

Dξm - - ~^ξm^dz + - ξm(zdz-zdz),

where z is an isothermal complex coordinate of M and D denotes the covanant
differentiation of M.

In Theorem 2 we may consider M2+Zm=M = S2~2m(R), where S2+2m(R) denotes
the (2+ 2m) -sphere of radius R:

> ~~ 2

We regard as s2+2m(R)dE^2m and put

(3. 1) —=r =eΆ+2vιK

By (3. 1) we have

1
(3. 2) dx = Re^zm= -^(ξ

From (II) in Theorem 2 and the above relation, we have easily
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dξo = -rξo(zdz-zdz) H -- —-^ — -- r o - - - —r-

(3.3)

dξm = - —-ξm-ιdz + -~- ξm(zdz-zdz),

where d denotes the ordinary differential operator in E*+2m. Since equations (3. 3)
are the same ones as (II) in Theorem 2 in Otsuki [7] when we put formally

P=—(l/R)es+zm in the case Mn+Zm = En+Zm, M is congruent to the surface given by

/o A\ ^J m\(3.4) x —
(w+2)V(ί

it'-1'--
-i

+l \,
J

where A, A, ~ ,Am+ι are constant complex vectors in Cm+z such that

(3.5)

Thus we have proved that M may be regarded as a generalized Veronese surface

of index m defined by Otsuki [7].
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